Join us for the KSSHRM Virtual Networking Event

Date: September 16, 2020
Time: 5:00 pm to 6:15 pm
RSVP by: September 4, 2020

Make it fun!!
• Chapters can have themes....
• Wear the same color, matching hats, shirts, or masks, same virtual background

Mixology Session
• Learn to make a signature cocktail or mocktail to enjoy during the games
• Recipe will be provided

Virtual Escape Game Room:
• 10 individuals to a room
• Some chapters may have more than one room

Individual prizes:
For playing and winning!!!!!

Chapter Prizes:
• $300.00 highest # of members from a chapter
• $250.00 Chapter wins
• $250.00 Chapter with the highest # of new memberships after the conference from non-affiliated
• $200.00 Chapter with the most unaffiliated individuals attending the virtual networking event

Sponsored by:
Hinkle Law Firm PLLC
IMA

Team Room Leader Volunteers needed!
Let Catherine McMillen know if you are interested!